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Abstract: The icosahedral short-range order structure is one of the important local structural units in
the field of metallic glasses. Based on the Voronoi tessellation method, the connection modes between
shell atoms of Voronoi indexed clusters in ZrCu binary and ZrCuAl ternary metallic glasses were
characterized systematically. It was revealed that Voronoi clusters with different connection modes
can potentially have the same Voronoi index. By investigating the connection modes of clusters,
three types of Voronoi indexed clusters can be defined as quasi-icosahedral clusters, which have
the most similar five-fold environments to full icosahedral clusters. It was also found that the
full icosahedral clusters and the quasi-icosahedral clusters had similar values for some structural
parameters, and that these clusters contain almost all the atoms in these structural models, enhancing
the space filling efficiency. Full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters should be regarded as the
building blocks of atomic structures contributing to glass formation in amorphous alloys. This work
is helpful for investigating and understanding the various macroscopic properties of metallic glasses
at the atomic cluster level.

Keywords: icosahedral short-range order; icosahedral cluster; Voronoi tessellation; metallic glass;
amorphous alloy; connection mode

1. Introduction

Metallic glasses (MGs) have attracted considerable attention because of their unique properties.
The atomic structures of MGs are a fundamental and intriguing issue in condensed-matter physics, due
to the importance of understanding their glass-forming mechanisms and unique properties [1,2]. So far,
various simulations and experiments have been developed to reveal the microstructures of MGs [3–5].
Many structural models have been proposed over the years, such as the cluster dense packing model [6],
the quasi-equivalent cluster close-packed model [7] and the global packing model [8]. In previous
works [3–5,7], the icosahedral short-range order is usually detected when studying the microstructure
of transition-metal (TM)-based MGs, an order that plays a key role in explaining the glass-forming
ability (GFA) [8], supercooled liquid [9], elastic deformation [10] and so on.

In order to effectively characterize a given amorphous structure and extract the key structural
features relevant to the fundamentals of glass formation and properties, many topological methods
have been proposed to describe the structure of MGs—for example, the bond orientation order
method [11], Honeycutt–pAnderson common neighbor analysis [12] and the Voronoi tessellation
method. The Voronoi tessellation method [4,5,13,14] is one of the widely used methods for analyzing
short-range order icosahedral clusters. The full icosahedral structure [15] can be indexed as the
<0,0,12,0> cluster by the Voronoi tessellation method. However, many simulation and experimental
works have shown that <0,0,12,0> usually does not have a high concentration in many MG
compositions [16] and is generally less than 10%, or even less than 5% in some compositions [17,18].
Therefore, there is a major question: Is the concentration of icosahedral clusters actually very low in
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metallic glass structures, or is there a limitation of the Voronoi method when identifying icosahedral
clusters? In order to address this key question, the typical binary TM MGs, ZrCu, and ternary TM
MGs, ZrCuAl, were selected as the target objects in this work. In previous works [4,15–20], various
theoretical and experimental methods were used to research the structures of these kinds of MGs,
which generally supposed that the cluster can be regarded as the structural unit, especially icosahedral
clusters. The GFA and mechanical properties in metallic glass can be described from a structural
perspective by analyzing the concentration and connection of clusters. In this work, based on the
Voronoi tessellation method, a feasible scheme for identifying quasi-icosahedral clusters in MGs was
developed, and it was found that full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters should be regarded as
the building blocks contributing to glass formation in TM MGs.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, the binary MGs Zr50Cu50 and the ternary MGs Zr48Cu45Al7 were selected as the
samples, and their structures were characterized by the method of X-ray diffraction. A synchrotron
radiation experiment was used in a further step, and the results were then simulated by Reverse Monte
Carlo (RMC) simulation to obtain the structural information from the level of atom to cluster. Details
of the sample preparation method, synchrotron radiation experiment and RMC simulation can be
found in [21,22]. The structural models that we simulated included 40,000 atoms that conformed to the
stoichiometric ratios of individual samples. However, these two reliable amorphous structural models
could not reflect the samples’ structural characteristics. Thus, the structural models were analyzed
by the Voronoi tessellation method. The Voronoi tessellation method divides space into polyhedrons
around atoms by the construction of bisecting planes along the lines joining the central atom and all its
neighbors. A Voronoi index <n3,n4,n5,n6, ...> associated with the polyhedron is used to characterize
the topology of the local atomic packing structure, where ni denotes the number of i-edged faces of
the Voronoi polyhedron around the central atom or the connection between the shell atoms in the
Voronoi cluster. By dividing the space into various polyhedrons centered at each atom, the Voronoi
tessellation method classifies the local atomic structures according to the Voronoi index. Σni means the
coordination number of the cluster. In this work, the Voronoi tessellation process was divided into two
steps. The first step was to select the candidate neighbor atoms. One of the atoms was selected as the
center atom, with 5 Å as the cut-off radius for the first Voronoi tessellation. In constructing the Voronoi
polyhedron, we removed those surfaces with an area of less than 2% of the total area of the polyhedron
surfaces [7] and the corresponding candidate neighbor atoms in the Voronoi cluster were also removed.
The second step was to obtain the final Voronoi cluster by performing the second Voronoi tessellation
for the rest of candidate nearest neighbor atoms. All the subsequent analyses and discussion are based
on the results obtained from the above steps.

3. Results

3.1. Connection Mode Analysis

By analyzing the Voronoi clusters in two samples, it is found that the shell atoms of clusters
only have coordination numbers of 4, 5 or 6 (number of connections with other shell atoms) while
they do not have coordination number of 3, 7 or more, which is similar to the findings of other
research works [17,18]. Thus, only the index style <0,n4,n5,n6> is considered when discussing the
Voronoi clusters.

Although the Voronoi tessellation method is mathematically rigorous and classifies the local
atomic structures according to the Voronoi index, the connection modes between shell atoms are
absent. Therefore, we referred to the stereographic projection method [23] to determine the connection
modes between shell atoms. The projection method can transform the connections of shell atoms in
three-dimensional space into a projection diagram on a two-dimensional plane. Figure 1a shows that
we can choose any atom in the objective cluster as the projection plane. The point “P” is a projection
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pole that connects the spherical centers of shell atoms and cluster centers as a collinear, and the atom
on the top of cluster is projected as a disc onto the two-dimensional plane, as we can see in Figure 1b.
The rest of the shell atoms and the connection relations on the disc are projected in order to obtain
Figure 1c. Figure 1d shows the final projection plane after abstracting the coordination numbers and
connection modes.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the projection method for reflecting the connection modes between
shell atoms based on Voronoi indexed clusters. (a) Voronoi cluster <0,0,12,0> is selected as the studied
prototype; (b) The shell atom on the top of cluster is projected as a disc onto the two-dimensional plane
from projection pole point “P”; (c) The rest of the shell atoms and the connection relations are projected
onto the two-dimensional plane; (d) The final projection plane after abstracting connection modes, and
the number 5 represents the coordination number.

In this work, we calibrated the projection relations of all clusters in the ZrCu binary and ZrCuAl
ternary MG structural models, then analyzed all possible models of Voronoi clusters. Figure 2a shows
the two-dimensional connection projection graph of the <0,0,12,0> cluster. Each line shows a bond
between two shell atoms in the cluster. The <0,0,12,0> cluster model has only one projection style
due to its regular structure. However, the Voronoi clusters indexed <0,2,8,2> and <0,4,4,4> have two
and five projection models, respectively, as shown in Figure 2c–h. Comparing the clusters <0,0,12,0>

and <0,2,8,2>-I, the blue line and dotted line show the difference between the two clusters, which
means that the <0,0,12,0> cluster can transform into <0,2,8,2> in three-dimensional space when the
bond between a pair of atoms on the shell of the <0,0,12,0> cluster changes. Similarly, when the
connection between a pair of atoms changes in <0,2,8,2>-I (in principle, a change in coordination
number would not form three nor seven or more coordination shell atoms), three kinds of clusters,
<0,2,8,2>-I, <0,4,4,4>-I and <0,4,4,4>-II, will be obtained thereafter. The red line and dotted line show
the difference between these three clusters. By analyzing all the simulations, we conclude that, if there
are n4 and n6, and the total coordination number in the cluster is higher, the cluster will have more
projection structures, and thus is a so-called “disordered cluster”. Meanwhile, we observed that a
difference exists in only one pair of atoms between <0,2,8,2>-I, II clusters and <0,4,4,4>-I, II clusters,
which means that these clusters have a similar structure. However, the other atomic structure of the
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<0,4,4,4> cluster has more differences in terms of the I, II connection modes. Therefore, there are still
some limitations to using the Voronoi index to classify clusters due to their different connection modes,
as in the case of the <0,4,4,4> cluster. However, the <0,0,12,0> cluster has only one configuration,
which means that the Voronoi index can classify the space structure well. Table 1 shows the Voronoi
clusters with a single configuration and with a total coordination number in the range of 9–14.
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The planar projection of <0,0,12,0>; (b), (c) Two types of planar projection of <0,2,8,2>; (d)–(h) Five
types of planar projection of <0,4,4,4>.

Table 1. Voronoi clusters with only one type of planar projection.

Coordination
Number 9 10 11 12 13 14

Voronoi
Index

<0,3,6,0> <0,2,8,0>
<0,2,8,1> <0,0,12,0> <0,1,10,2>

<0,0,12,2>
<0,4,4,1> <0,3,6,1 > <0,1,10,3>

3.2. Quasi-Icosahedral Clusters

The full icosahedral cluster with a complete five-fold environment has a Voronoi index of <0,0,12,0>.
In the full icosahedral cluster, each shell atom bonds with five other shell atoms, demonstrating a
complete five-fold environment [15]. However, in many experiments and simulations, amorphous
alloys with relatively disordered atomic arrangements contain lower contents of the <0,0,12,0> cluster.
The content was only 5% in the ZrCu samples that we prepared. Fortunately, in previous works, it was
found that the concentration of Voronoi clusters that have an incomplete five-fold environment but
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have a similar configuration to the <0,0,12,0> cluster is as high as 30% [15,16]. Thus, in this work, we
focused on the determination of quasi-icosahedral clusters. With reference to the <0,0,12,0> cluster,
three deformation modes were adopted to identify quasi-icosahedral clusters using the projection
method: (1) change the connection between one pair of atoms in the <0,0,12,0> cluster; (2) remove a
shell atom from the <0,0,12,0> cluster; (3) add an atom to the <0,0,12,0> cluster. As shown in Figure 3,
the configurations of the three clusters <0,2,8,2>-I, <0,2,8,1> and <0,1,10,2> can be obtained by the
method described above. Furthermore, it was revealed that these three clusters’ configurations simply
involve local connection modes that are distorted when compared with the <0,0,12,0> cluster, as shown
by the red dotted line in Figure 3. These three quasi-icosahedral clusters do not only have high five-fold
symmetry (the <0,1,10,2> cluster reflects 10 five-fold symmetry structures), but also retain most of
the features of the <0,0,12,0> cluster in terms of connection modes of shell atoms, which fully show
that the configurations of these three clusters are highly similar to the <0,0,12,0> cluster. Therefore,
they can be defined as quasi-icosahedral clusters.
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transformed from <0,0,12,0>.

For deformation model 1, if two pairs of bonding mode change, <0,2,8,2>-II or <0,4,4,4>I,
II clusters can be obtained. Figure 2c–e shows that there are at least two local five-fold symmetry
structures of the above clusters that have been destroyed, and the overall shell atom connections
have been greatly changed when compared with the <0,0,12,0> cluster. This result means that the
above clusters cannot be defined as quasi-icosahedral clusters because of their much more “distorted
or incomplete” icosahedral structure. However, for deformation models 2 and 3, since the MGs
include at least two elements that have different atomic radii, according to the cluster dense packing
model [6,24], the coordination number of clusters centered around an atom with a small (big) radius is
preferentially less (more) than 12. Therefore, while it is reasonable to expect 12-coordination clusters,
there are a lot of non-12-coordination clusters in MGs. Based on our selection criteria, clusters indexed
<0,0,12,0>, <0,2,8,1> (coordination number is 11), <0,1,10,2> (coordination number is 11) or <0,2,8,2>

(coordination number is 12) can be regarded as icosahedral clusters. Both <0,2,8,1> and <0,1,10,2> are
non-12-coordination clusters, which means that non-12-coordination quasi-icosahedral clusters could
be abundant in MG structural models.
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3.3. Quasi-Icosahedral Clusters in Zr-Based MGs

To further understand the relationship between quasi-icosahedral clusters and the formation of
amorphous alloys, some structural parameters that have relatively strong relationships with the GFA of
MGs were studied [5]. We extracted the quasi-icosahedral clusters centered around a Zr, Cu, or Al atom
from the samples and made calculations for D (atomic packing efficiency) and T (cluster regularity;
the closer the value of T is to 0, the more regular the cluster is). Table 2 shows the calculation values.
As a contrast, the values of mean D and T for all clusters of the structural models were calculated too.
The values show that both the full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters have similar values for
these structural parameters, which fully illustrates that quasi-icosahedral clusters have the most similar
five-fold environment to full icosahedral clusters. Moreover, compared with the mean values of all
clusters, icosahedral clusters have better structural features in terms of high atomic packing efficiency,
high cluster regularity and a fruitful five-fold environment. The results indicate that quasi-icosahedral
clusters can make an important structural contribution to the formation of amorphous alloys.

Table 2. Structural information of clusters.

Samples Zr-Centered Cu-Centered Al-Centered
D(%) T D(%) T D(%) T

Zr50Cu50

<0, 0, 12, 0> 71.99 0.0284 67.63 0.0290 — —
Quasi-icosahedral clusters 71.05 0.0326 67.51 0.0359 — —

All Voronoi clusters 70.19 0.0349 67.28 0.0419 — —

Zr48Cu45Al7
<0, 0, 12, 0> 72.21 0.0278 67.93 0.0294 75.86 0.0204

Quasi-icosahedral clusters 71.44 0.0313 67.84 0.0354 75.35 0.0274
All Voronoi clusters 70.42 0.0325 67.26 0.0416 74.96 0.0299

To obtain more information about quasi-icosahedral clusters in different components,
the distribution of the main clusters was studied, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the
contents of Voronoi clusters over 1% in two MG samples, where we can find that the contents of
quasi-icosahedral clusters <0,2,8,1>, <0,1,10,2> and <0,2,8,2>-I are generally higher, which means that
these three configurations of clusters are major units in the MG samples. Furthermore, the proportion
of the center atoms in the abovementioned quasi-icosahedral clusters and the proportion of center and
shell atoms out of the total number of atoms (double-counted atoms were counted only once) were also
calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 4b. The full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters
in Zr50Cu50 and Zr48Cu45Al7 account for 28.5% and 30.1%, respectively. Moreover, the atoms in the
full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters account for over 96% of the total atoms in the samples,
at 96.8% and 99.8%, respectively. The results show that the full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral
clusters, which includes almost all atoms in the structural model, can be regarded as the main
units in MGs. Therefore, the central atoms of icosahedral clusters can be regarded as solute atoms
without distinguishing their elemental differences. This result makes our method more reasonable
for studying the microstructure in MG systems. Furthermore, the concept can also be applied to
multicomponent alloys in which the components cannot be divided into solutes and solvents easily,
such as high-entropy alloys.
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Figure 4. (a) Distribution of major Voronoi clusters; (b) the proportions of center atoms (center and
shell atoms) in all the quasi-icosahedral clusters in the structural model. Ncenter is the number of
center atoms in the quasi-icosahedral clusters, Ncenter+shell is the total number of atoms contained in the
quasi-icosahedral clusters and Nmodel is the total number of atoms in the structural model.

Full icosahedral clusters cannot fulfill 3-D space tiling because they are quasi-periodic.
The icosahedral clusters, as the main structures with high structural stability, are bonded with each
other by interpenetrating connections, and form triangle, double triangle, triple triangle, tetrahedron
and chain connected icosahedral medium-range order clusters [3]. Therefore, compared with the full
icosahedron arrangement in quasi-crystals, our modes are more flexible. The clusters include not
only 12-coordination icosahedral clusters, but also 11- (<0,2,8,1>) and 13- (<0,1,10,2>) coordination
quasi-icosahedral clusters. Relative to the arrangement of strictly icosahedral clusters, connecting
the 11-, 12- and 13-coordination quasi-icosahedral clusters can increase the cluster connection ability
and the space filling rate of stacking. In addition, we found that almost all atoms are contained in
various kinds of clusters in this work. However, there is still a small number of atoms that exists
between clusters for connecting and stabilizing neighbor clusters—that is, the so-called “glue atoms
effect” [25,26].
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4. Conclusions

In this work, based on the Voronoi tessellation method, we proposed a feasible scheme for
identifying quasi-icosahedral clusters in MGs. Three Voronoi clusters—namely, <0,2,8,1>, <0,1,10,2>

and <0,2,8,2>-I, were extracted by this method. Compared with other clusters in the MG structural
model, the structure of these three quasi-icosahedral clusters is similar to that of full icosahedral clusters,
and they are popular structural units in amorphous structures. Moreover, these three quasi-icosahedral
clusters have high atomic packing efficiency, cluster regularity and five-fold symmetry, which is similar
to full icosahedral clusters. We also found that the center atom of a quasi-icosahedral cluster can be
regarded as the solute atom in the cluster model of MGs, which contained almost all of the atoms for
stabilizing the basic structure of MGs. Thus, full icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters should be
regarded as the main structural units of MGs, and they make an important structural contribution
to the formation of amorphous alloys. These results are helpful for investigating and understanding
various macroscopic properties of MGs at the atomic cluster level.
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